
 
 

GFR Pharma is a full service private label manufacturer specializing in natural health 
supplements and sport nutrition products.  We are currently located in Maple Ridge, B.C. and 
are actively seeking Production Operators to join our production team. 
 
Duties: 
 

 Review specs with the Leadhand prior to set up, for any special instructions, and equipment 
that is required for the job. 

 Understand and adhere to company SOPs, GMPs and Health and Safety policies and 
procedures. 

 Ensure production materials that are staged, match the packaging list/work order specific to 
the run, recording materials used and those returned at completion. 

 Ensure the accuracy of all production data including, dates, labels and packaging. 

 Effectively run all assigned equipment, reporting any discrepancies, deviations, or defects in 
products, components or W/O entries to the leadhand or supervisor. 

 Set up machinery, operate and monitor equipment replenishing materials when needed. 

 Keep watch for changes in product or packaging components, reporting any non 
conformances immediately to the lead hand or supervisor. 

 Be aware of runtimes/goals and report to lead hand when delays are encountered. 

 Determine and report equipment malfunctions to the lead hand or supervisor promptly. 

 Maintain the tidiness/cleanliness for safe passage through assigned area during runs. 

 Perform machine disassembly, full cleaning of assigned equipment. 

 Cross train to rotate through various positions on the line. 

 Complete all necessary paperwork upon completion of the run. 
 
Requirements: 
 

 High school diploma 

 Ability to lift 25kg comfortably and stand for long periods of time. 

 All positions require operator safety first and foremost. 

 Operators need to possess minor trouble shooting abilities/skills. 

 Due to varying work order instructions, operators must be attentive to detail.  
 
If you meet these requirements and are interested in pursuing a career with GFR Pharma, 
please submit a resume and cover letter, including salary expectations, to 
ptoor@gfrpharma.com, or fax to 604-648-8251.  We thank all applicants, however only short 
listed candidates will be contacted. 
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